Republic of the Philippines
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Quezon City
Seventeenth Congress
Third Regular Session

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 2403

Introduced by Representative MICHAEL L. ROMERO and Representative MICHAEL EDGAR Y. AGLIPAY

RESOLUTION
COMMENDING PHILIPPINE AIR FORCE COMMANDER, MAJOR GENERAL ALLEN PAREDES FOR HIS EXEMPLARY WORK IN LEADING THE PHILIPPINE AIR FORCE.

WHEREAS, the House of Representatives on several occasions extended due recognition and commendation to outstanding Government Officials for their exemplary work in the performance of their duties and functions;

WHEREAS, since 1988 Major General Allen Paredes has served our country as one of its most illustrious and loyal patriot. Being a fearless airman, he is no stranger to being in the frontlines as he served as seasoned attack pilot in the 18th Attack Squadron under the 15th Strike Wing Unit of the Philippine Airforce (PAF) conducting air support operations in Mindanao;

WHEREAS, after his stint in the frontlines, he served in various capacities climbing the ranks of the Philippine Airforce as: Assistant Chief of Staff for Logistics, OA-4 commander of the Air Force Research & Development Center, the 410th Maintenance Wing and the 420th Supply Wing headquartered at Clark Air Base in Pampanga, commander of the 20th Attack Squadron of the 15th Strike Wing, commander of the Tactical Operations Group 10 in Cagayan de Oro, as Deputy Wing Commander of the 250th Presidential Airlift Wing, as the Director of Air Force Safety Office, as Brigadier General of the 250th Presidential Airlift Wing, as Major General as the Chief of the Air Force Staff the third highest post in the PAF, as commander of the Air Logistics Command where he commanded all logistical units of the PAF, and as a Lieutenant General as the Chief of the Air Force.

WHEREAS, after his long and illustrious service to the PAF, on January 26, 2020, he was appointed as the 37th Commanding General of the Philippine Air Force (PAF), an appointment that he truly earned and deserved;

WHEREAS, under his helm and command, the PAF has reached new heights and immensely modernized its assets and operations through careful research, study and acquisition of new air assets and equipment and the enhancement of personnel capabilities through various trainings and programs;

WHEREAS, under his able leadership, the PAF has been in the forefront of the modernization of the Armed Forces of the Philippines, most notable of which are the acquisition of various helicopters, airplanes, and other air assets which will greatly aid and assist in the achievement of the objectives of the nation’s foremost defender of the skies.
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WHEREAS, to date, the PAF is stronger than ever and ready to meet diverse challenges and respond to various situations that may require its capabilities and expertise in the field of aviation;

WHEREAS, aside from these lofty contributions to the institution that he has diligently served for majority of his life, Major General Allen Paredes was also able to secure the endorsement of the House of Representatives for the inclusion of funds for the purchase of three (3) brand new C-130J planes which will greatly serve our countrymen in times of need in the proposed 2022 National Budget.

WHEREAS, the above improvements and progress in the capabilities and readiness of the PAF can be substantially credited to its Commanding General, Major General Allen Paredes, who has tirelessly worked to uplift and improve the quality of service that the nation can expect from the PAF.

NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved as it is hereby resolved by the House of Representatives to extend its commendations to PHILIPPINE AIR FORCE CHIEF MAJOR GENERAL ALLEN PAREDES for the exemplary performance of his duties as the Philippine Air Force 37th Commanding General and for serving the Republic of the Philippines as both an officer and a gentleman.

01 December 2021, House of Representatives, Quezon City, Philippines.

Adopted,

MICHAEL L. ROMERO, Ph.D.  MICHAEL EDGAR Y. AGLIPAY